Agenda

• Look Backward to Nashville
  – Policy
  – Technology
  – Organization

• Look Forward to Charlotte
  – Policy
  – Technology
  – Organization
Being Pro-active in managing DMSMS is a must-do for all Programs throughout its entire life-cycle in order to be able to make a credible claim of mitigating its impact.
Technology Accomplishments

– Launched COE
  • DMSMS Tool added April 30, 2004
– Created training courses for DAU’s distance learning course; formal accreditation in process
  • ARINC created content
  • Karta Technologies created format suitable for use with DAU
– Shared Data Warehouse
  • AF module in use
  • DLA module in use
  • Army module in use
  • Navy module under construction
Organization & Process Changes

- LPP now organized around 6 focus areas, one of which is Weapon System Product Support - Lead by Greg Saunders
  - Includes DSPO—mission expanded
  - includes DMSMS—more org changes envisioned
  - includes GIDEP—transfer underway
- DAES Review Process explicitly includes DMSMS
- DAES-S Review Process launch underway now
- Started to expand International Sharing via Weapon System Support Forum (WSSF)

LPP is headed by Lou Kratz. LPP reports to DUSD/L&MR. L&MR reports to USD/ATL. They are all engaged in this matter.
Next 18 Months— what I said in April

• **General strategy and operating philosophy**
  To be pro-active, focus on customers, achieve interoperability through open standards, adopt common & re-useable tools that are scalable in developing
  – Supply Solutions - DSCC and DSCR leading the way
  – Engineering Solutions - DMEA leading the way
  – Procurement Solutions - Commodity Council

• **Major Goals**
  – Become more aggressive in changing the facts on the ground by implementing the policy/guidance previously cited
  – Collaborate more with Allies
  – Implement Agile Sustainment lesson learned beyond DSCR
  – Understand efficacy and limitations of ARCI and MFOP to avoid DMSMS entirely

Let’s all Stop Admiring the Problem
Cumulative Parts Loaded

Investigating time-phasing tool, PlanBuilder, data collection tool—what else?
COE morphs into DKSP

**COE**
- One-stop-shop
- Products & Services
- Best Cost provider
- All Products
- Link Allies
- Star Wars
- Fights and strife
- No sustainment budget
- Impossible

**DKSP**
- Sharing
- Collaboration
- Create original content to help “have-nots”
- Point to other authoritative sites
- Help the needy and willing
- Part of DSPO budget
- Possible
Ongoing Now

- **Charter update.** Update headed toward Lou Kratz for approval.
- **DMSMS Guidebook.** Update headed towards TLCSM EC for approval.
- **COE conversion to DKSP.**
- **DMSMS WG Structure.** Interoperability, Outreach, Common Use Tools
- **Assistance Visits.** Roadshow in development.
- **Integration with Parts Management.**
**Road Ahead**

- Defense Systems reinvigorates Risk Assessments and DMS is integral
- L&MR establishes Supportability Assessments and DMSMS is integral
- DAES and DAES-S reporting aimed at 5 key metrics and DMSMS is integral
- DSPO re-establishes Parts Management as mandatory and DMSMS is integral
- New era of sharing---amongst ourselves and with allies---and DMSMS is integral

**KEEP THE FAITH**